
GST on loan TranSacTionS17

Financial transactions are at the very center of economic activity, as 
investment in assets, goods and productive activity is funded by financial 
transactions. These transactions take various forms - from equity, to loans, 
to investment in various types of securities. Besides primary financing 
transactions, there are numerous secondary market transactions - including 
trades in securities, assignment and securitization of loans, etc.

The introduction of GST is, admittedly, one of the most outstanding tax 
reforms since Independence, and therefore, it is very important to unravel 
the implications of GST on financial transactions. This chapter is limited 
to GST on basic financial transactions, excluding insurance, stock broking 
services, etc.

GST on lendinG TranSacTionS

One of the primary facts one should note while evaluating the applicability 
of GST is the nearly-all-pervasive nature of the levy. The charging section 
[Sec. 9 of the CGST Act] imposes the tax on any “supply”. Exclusions are items 
like non-taxable supplies [for example, alcohol for human consumption], or 
exempt supplies, or supplies which are zero-rated. Hence, the focus shifts 
to the ambit of the word “supply”, which consists of all forms of supply of 
goods and services [sec. 7(1) of CGST Act]. Since the word is intrinsically 
connected with the words “goods” and “services”, one needs to examine 
the meaning of those terms.

“Goods” are defined in sec. 2(52) to include any movable property, other 
than money and securities. “Services” are defined in sec. 2(102) to mean 
“anything other than goods, money and securities but includes activities 
relating to the use of money or its conversion by cash or by any other mode, 
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from one form, currency or denomination, to another form, currency or 
denomination for which a separate consideration is charged.”

Mere money is excluded from both “goods” as well as “services”. When 
read with the word “supply”, supply of money is neither a supply of goods, 
nor a supply of services. However, sec. 2(102) includes, in the definition 
of “service”, any activity relating to use of money, even though supply of 
money itself is not a service. Mere supply of money could be settlement 
of a transaction - for instance, making a payment for goods and services. 
It could not have been argued that the person making the payment itself 
is making a supply. Therefore, the intent of the law excluding supply of 
money, but including any activity pertaining to the use of money becomes 
intriguing. This conundrum was faced by the Delhi High Court in Delhi Chit 
Fund Association vs Union of India18 while interpreting similar expression 
used in sec. 65B(44) of the Finance Act, 1994 - the High Court expressed 
its perplexity in the following words: “The Explanation, therefore, seems 
to offer a clue to the problem which appears to us to be a creation of the 
very confounding manner in which the definition is found to have been 
drafted. However, we have to make sense of what we have”.

Can it therefore be argued that lending of money is an activity pertaining 
to use of money? If the settlement of a supply in form of a monetary 
payment cannot itself be taken to be a supply, then what else could be the 
exclusion of monetary transactions in both the definition of “goods” as well 
as “services”, except lending or deposit of money?

The discussion may seem academic because the list of exempted services 
[item 8- extending deposits, loans or advances insofar as the consideration 
is represented by way of interest or discount (other than interest involved in 
credit card services)]. That is to say, there is a clear exemption for extending 
of deposits, loans or advances, insofar as the consideration is interest or 
discount. Therefore, it does not practically matter whether lending of money 
is a supply of services or not. However, the question becomes crucial from 
at least 2 viewpoints:

 u Lending of money is a supply of services, but an exempt service in 
terms of Item 8 of Exemption list;

 u Interest involved in credit cards is not a fully exempt service.

The essence of the Delhi High Court ruling in Delhi Chit Fund Association 
was that exempting something that was not even included in the ambit 
of the law does not have much meaning. However, the question whether 
money lending is itself a supply of service at all, will continue to engage 
courts for some time to come.

 18. https://indiankanoon.org/doc/110893075/. An SLP against the decision was rejected by the 
Supreme Court - therefore, the ruling has the authority of the Apex court.
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The exemption for financial transactions in India is quite narrow - it is 
only the interest/discount earned or paid for loans, deposits or advances19. 
Therefore, if the transaction deviates from a plain vanilla structure and 
therefore, fails the test of being a “loan”, “deposit” or “advance”, or the 
consideration is not an interest or discount, the exemption is lost. As a result:

 u All earnings and charges other than interest or discount20 will be 
chargeable to GST. This includes any upfront or regular charges such 
as processing fees, documentation charges, service charges, collec-
tion charges, inspection charges, repossession charges, foreclosure 
or prepayment charges21, and so on.

 u If the transaction does not fit into the meaning of “loan”, “deposit” 
or “advance”, even if the transaction is intrinsically a financial trans-
action, it does not seem that the supply will be exempt from GST. 
Thus, if an inventory repurchase transaction or a financial lease 
transaction may have the substance of a financial transaction, but 
it will be difficult to contend that they avail the exemption given in 
Item 8 of the Exemption list.

 u nevertheless, if the transaction is a loan transaction, there is no ques-
tion of GST on the recovery of principal lent, as the tax can only be 
on the consideration, and not for principal recovery.

reGiSTraTion requiremenTS

Loan transactions are currently originated, besides banks, by thousands 
of non-banking financial entities, thousands of money-lenders and entities 
occasionally engaged in lending activities. Therefore, a pertinent question 
is -- is registration under GST law relevant for an entity, even though the 
entity may be earning income by way of interest?

notably, interest on loans is exempt as per the exemption discussed above; 
however, the registration requirement is based on (a) aggregate turnover in 
a financial year exceeding ` 20 lacs; and (b) the supplier making a taxable 
supply. The term “aggregate turnover” as defined in sec. 2(6) includes value of 
all exempt supplies as well. Thus, while there is no GST on interest on loans, 
but the same is still captured in while computing aggregate turnover. Thus:

 19. This may be compared to global practices. Singapore GST Act exempts a whole range of 
financial transactions - Fourth Schedule to GST Act. Australian law also exempts “financial 
supplies”, which terms includes a range of financial transactions. The same is the position in 
new Zealand.

 20. The expression “discount” will be relevant to transactions such as discounting of bills, com-
mercial paper, etc.

 21. See ruling of CESTAT in the case of HDFC Limited: http://www.cbec.gov.in/resources//
htdocs-servicetax/ecs-st/exemption/2013-1-158-triahm.pd
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 u If the aggregate amount of turnover (note that this is all-India turn-
over), including interest, in a year exceeds ` 20 lacs; and

 u The entity has received any consideration other than interest (any 
amount whatsoever) or made any other taxable supply (for example, 
even sale of scrap in the office), the entity will require registration.

As may be well-known, GST law requires registration in every state where 
a taxable supply is being offered from. In context of lending activities, a 
pertinent question is - what is the place from where the supplier is rendering 
the service? There is an elaborate definition of “location of supplier of 
services” in sec. 2(71) of the CGST Act, but the definition does not address 
the crucial question of the place from where the supply is being made. 
The determination of the place at which the supply is made, that place 
of supply, is done as per principles laid in the IGST Act, that Act does not 
provide guidance in fixing the place of the supplier.
Section 2(71) refers to a fixed establishment, or the establishment most 
directly concerned with the provision of the supply. In case of a lending 
transaction, there are various facets - sourcing of the loan, servicing of the 
loan, legal documentation, refinancing of the loan, etc. Each of these may 
be done from different places - therefore, lenders will continue to ask which 
is the place from where the lending service is being provided?
One wonders why did the law leave such a crucial question open to 
interpretation? One potential answer is that eventually, GST law is 
destination-based, and therefore, the benefit of the levy will anyway travel 
to the state where the recipient of the service is registered. However, it 
will be too optimistic to expect that the States will care about whether 
the eventual benefit has been passed on to the state by way of inter-State 
transfer of credits, if the transaction otherwise falls in their primary taxing 
jurisdiction.
In terms of practical advice, if the lender has a “fixed establishment” [defined 
in sec. 2(50) with reference to “sufficient degree of permanence and suitable 
structure in terms of human and technical resources to supply services”], 
it should generally be advisable for the lender to get registration in that 
state. notably, the draft of the law is inspired, to quite an extent, by the 
EU vAT regime, and the rulings under EU vAT Directive seem to favour 
the above interpretation.

availinG inpuT Tax crediTS

One of the most critical issues for lenders will be the manner of seeking 
input tax credits. As a general rule, the credit for input services is allowed, 
if such inputs are used in course of or in furtherance of the business of the 
supplier [sec. 16 of CGST Act]. Sec. 17(1) puts a restriction to the aforesaid 
general rule, stating that if the inputs are used partly for business purposes, 
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and partly for other purposes, then the input credit will be restricted to so 
much input tax as is attributable to business purpose. Sec. 17(2) makes a 
similar rule for use of inputs for making exempt supplies, providing that 
the claims for input tax credit will be restricted to so much of the input 
tax as it used for making taxable and zero-rated supplies.

In case of banks and financial institutions, the output is mostly in form of 
loans, which is exempt. So, there will only be a small fraction of taxable 
output. As regards inputs, once again, large part of the inputs are in form 
of interest, or manpower cost - most of which are non-taxable. Hence, 
there is an option, in sec. 17(4), to banks, financial institutions and nBFCs, 
to take a thumb rule of 50% set-off - that is, on a monthly basis, 50% of the 
available input tax credits are set-off against output tax liability.

Many lenders often have activities or business segments which have distinctly 
taxable outputs. For example, agency functions, brokerages, leasing, etc 
have taxable outputs. Therefore, a lender may like to evaluate whether to 
put for the segment or business-silo computation, or to opt for the 50% set 
off. In case of the former option, rule 42 of the Central Goods and Services 
Tax rules, 2017 provides the detailed manner of apportionment of inputs to 
the respective silos. The inputs explicitly attributable to the taxable outputs 
are taken off, after deducting the explicitly disallowable inputs [those for 
non-business use, those specifically attributable to exempt turnover, and 
those which are blocked credits under sec. 17(5)], and the remaining credits 
are apportioned on the basis of the contribution of exempt turnover to 
total turnover.

If a lender has a business segment which can be regarded as a “business 
vertical” in terms of the definition given in sec. 2(18), on considerations of 
risks and returns, the lender may also elect to register the business vertical 
as a “distinct person”, that is, a separate GST entity, though within the same 
legal and income-tax entity. Therefore, there are as many as 4 options with 
lenders: (a) opt for 50% set-off under sec. 17(4); (b) make a segment-wise 
computation by identifying inputs explicitly attributable to exempt and 
taxable turnover respectively and appropriating the rest of the inputs in 
proportion of turnover; (c) opting for a separate vertical registration for 
the taxable activity, though within the same legal entity; and (d) option for 
a separate legal entity for the taxable activity.

Sec. 17(2) - silo-wise 
computation

Sec. 17(4) - 
50% set-off

Separate business 
vertical

Separate legal 
entity

Extent of set-
off available

Inputs directly at-
tributable to tax-
able output to be 
allowed fully; re-
maining inputs to

50% of the 
inputs on 
a monthly 
basis

Inputs used in the 
taxable vertical to 
be allowed fully; in-
puts used for the 
other vertical may

Two sepa -
rate entities - 
hence, same 
as for sepa-
rate vertical
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